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Technical Requirements

General

24 or 25 Loudspeakers (ambisonics order 4)
4 Subwoofer
4 Microphones DPA 4061
1 ambiance pair of microphones for the amplification of the instruments (for example a pair of Schoeps 
MK4)
Mixer :

31+ 4 IN (with subs)
29 + 4 OUT (with subs)

Two sound-cards or DANTE system to communicate between two computers and mixer
(A subtle frontal amplification of the instruments should be provided)

See the detailed setting of the ideal position of speakers (studio 1 of Ircam) ANNEX 1-2
(obviously it's possible to use more speakers for order 4 or even to use higher orders)

(alternative reduced settings for ambisonics order 3 (minimum) :
 minimum for 3D ambisonics order 3 are 16 speakers (two rings)
 minimum for 2D ambisonics order 2 are 8 speakers (one ring))

Software
Two computers with Max 6.1 or superior
tested on MacBook Pro 2.6 GHz Intel Core i7
version 10.9.2
16Gb RAM
Note : a spare of two other MacBook Pro was used for the premiere

connection between machines :
ethernet cable

MIDI Controller:



4 Midi Pedals merged in a unique MIDI canal
BCF2000

See the schema of connections :

Patches explanation and manipulations

- Resume of two patches and explanation of connections

Two computers connected by ethernet (UDP transfer of information) the IP address must be written all 
the startup of the computer 2.

Mac1 (File Preferences to folder Mac1) : main functions of analyze, transformation-treatment, 
resynthesis and the sounds that must be spatialized, thus the 'score' with all the spatialization orders 
too

Mac2 (File Preferences to folder Mac2) : calculus of the spatialization parameters (spat.spat), and 
decoding of the sound in ambisonics system, sound-field recorded sounds (ambisonics order 1) (storing 
and charging the trajectories in Mubu) / distance factor to adequate the movements to each room



- More detailed explanation of each patch operating (+ images)

Main patch (Mac1) :
(Description process from top to down)
Inlet of microphones and IN level test
first matrix for analyze :

Inlets : four instruments of the quartet; outlets : four ircamdescriptor and one iana
analyze processes :

- two sound descriptors 'descr_toall' (with SpectralCentroid, SpectralSpread, SpectralSkewness, 
SpectralKurtosis for filters in supervptrans; and Inharmonicity for threshold detection for 
harmonizer)
- two sound descriptors 'descr_tofiltr' (with only SpectralCentroid SpectralSpread,
SpectralSkewness, SpectralKurtosis for filters in supervptrans)
- iana (analyze that it's afterwards processed for the resynthesis)

second matrix for treatments and resynthesis :
Inlets : four from adc of each instrument, seven from supervptrans/filters, ten from poly-
harmonizer, four from freeze/revinf, twenty from resynthesis, four from expando
Outlets : 24 to spat sources, five to supervptrans/filters, one to poly-harmonizer, four to 
freeze/revinf, four to expando

treatments :
- supervptrans/filters : supervp processes transposition (controlled by functions in 
'gestes_glis_allsvptr'), spectral envelope transformation with remix transformations (sinusoids, 
noise, transients, etc.) combined with filters controlled by the panning ('transf_donn' and 
'transf_donn2_3') of the data from descriptors (SpectralCentroid, SpectralSpread, 
SpectralSkewness, SpectralKurtosis)
- poly-harmoniser : with cluster data controlled in some occasions with threshold detection with 
the from descriptors (Inharmonicity) and in other occasions used like spatial-granulation
- freezr/revinf : freez mixed with an infinite reververation and in some occasions it's only used 
the infinite-reverberation
- expando : signal-based expander, using RMS detection and "soft-knee" transition near the 
threshold
- resynthesis (second patch in the same Mac1): from the transformation of data from iana in 
'transf_donn'  inharmonic transformation of the data and spectral expansion (with an harmonic 
center detected by centroid)

Sounds from resonators (for fake real-time) with the controlled level from the enveloppe-follower follow-
up. Sounds and buffers for the spatialisation.
MASTER level for the spatialisation patch.
UDP-send for the connection with the Mac 2



Spatialisation patch (Mac2) :

Main spatialisation patch :
(Description process from top to down)
- object 'spat.oper' for the calculus of the spatialisation parameters (and the possibility of visualize the 
spatialisation movements) : it receives the trajectories (stored in Mubu) and the other 
simple_movements from the patch2
- 24 Inlets from Main patch (Mac1) to 'spat.spat' object for the coding of the spatialisation
- 'spat.decoder' for the decoding of the sources movements and the sound-field sounds (order 1) / and 
other 'spat.decoder' for the decoding of the sub-bass
- MASTER level
- 25 outlets to the speakers and 4 for the subs

patch 2 : with Init button for the spat and the MUBU containing all the trajectories thus the other 
movements subpatches. There is a control for the distance factor that it's very important to adequate to 
each room.



Diagram : 



Check-list:
Follow the order of each check-list for each computer :
first in Mac1 and after in Mac2 (all the patch must be loaded before pressing the INIT's buttons), it's 
very important to test the connection between Macs (sound connections IN-OUT and UDP) 

- Some important instructions for the rehearsals and the performance main patch (Mac1) :

- the events are played by the different instrumentalists, in the case that one of them forgot the pedal 
with the space bar it can be done in the computer (Mac1) in section1 and 2, in section 3 (for the sounds 
triggering) it's preferable to move forward the events with the arrow up

- in event 29 of section 1 it must be played the key c (of the keyboard of Mac1) after each viola's 
gesture (for starting again the threshold detection) and touch the key d when it's written in the score to 
trigger the buffers, and closing the threshold detection. See triangle shapes from event 29 in section 1.

During the rehearsals you may need to start from a specific points. Pay attention to start electronics 
from the points indicated with a square marks (ex. Section1: event 1, event 8, 13, etc.) :
It's important for the rehearsals to follow the score with electronics to follow the resume of treatment 
description, the pedals, the beginning points, etc.

1- to write the section in section box and enter key
2- the next-event in the number box (next-event) and enter key 
3- click in the main patch and write the even number chosen for the beginning (it is not 
displayed - pay attention if the keyboard it's not the french keyboard)

it will prepare the matrix and the effects to begin in that place.

Resume of treatments in relation to the score :
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